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Abstract
27-year-old Isabella grew up with her parents on the Eastern Coast of the
United Sates. She describes her life as “pretty boring” and “normal.”
However ‘boring’ and ‘normal’ her life may have appeared to her, it is the
worldview that Isabella takes—and has always had by her count—that
draws great interest. Typically, many individuals who currently identify as
an ‘atheist’ also used to identify as ‘religious’ in their youth (Silver, 2013).
Isabella stands out in this regard, she has never believed in a god or gods.
What Coleman, Silver, and Holcombe (2013) have termed as “religio-
spiritual frameworks” played no part in Isabella’s worldview. As this
chapter shall demonstrate, Isabella was able to ask questions about life,
make sense of her environment, and find meaning and purpose not in the
confines of a religious or spiritual worldview, but, in a worldview that
retained a similar sense of awe, wonder and meaning in the absence of any
spiritual or religious structure—a worldview we term as ‘horizontal
transcendence.’ This chapter will situate the role of the Faith Development
Interview in the context of the ‘faithless’ while drawing attention to the
role of narrative in horizontal transcendence.

From interact 86 of Isabella’s FDI. The interview
transcript in full length for Isabella is available in
Appendix B (B.10).
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“…as an Atheist, no One Hands You
a Book that Says Here’s the Meaning
of Life … You Kind of Have
to Figure It Out for Yourself…”1—
Isabella I

The case of Isabella I. has been selected because
she may serve as an exemplar of a worldview that,
among our sample, best illuminates an individual
who self-identifies as “neither religious nor spiri-
tual.” Despite self-identifying as neither religious
nor spiritual, Isabella can be located (as noted in
Fig. 14.5 in Chap. 14) above the mean scores on
openness to experience but low on mysticism.
While she does not use the term horizontal tran-
scendence, it is appropriate, we think, to charac-
terize Isabella as a person with an established
worldview of horizontal transcendence (c.f.
Coleman & Arrowood, 2015; Coleman, Hood, &
Silver, 2013; Streib & Hood, 2013).

As she makes clear, Isabella’s life story takes
place outside of the acceptance, or need for, any
religious or spiritual frameworks. Yet, this does
not mean that, having been exposed to religious
and spiritual frameworks, her life escapes their
influence. In this sense, Isabella’s story falls
under the category of a “special thing” that she
could, but chooses not to, associate with either
“religion” or “spirituality” (Taves, 2009).2 As
Isabella recalls several times throughout the
interview, she has never believed in a God, and
from the moment such a choice (to accept or
reject belief in God) was presented to her at
age 8, such a belief has remained largely unin-
telligible to her. We may therefore take her
repeated emphasis as a ‘neither nor’ throughout
her life to be an important self-defining memory
(McAdams, 2008; Singer & Salovey, 1993).

In fact, once she learned what the word atheist
meant, she finally had a label to describe the
view that had always seemed so natural and
intuitive to her. If Isabella sees belief in God as
‘unintelligible,’ viewing her life experiences
through her claim that she is neither religious nor
spiritual is integral to our understanding of her.
Additionally, not viewing Isabella through a
religious or spiritual lens prevents us from
“artificially stabiliz[ing]” (Taves, 2013, p. 139)
religion and spirituality while avoiding obfus-
cated arguments as to what may constitute ‘reli-
gion’ (McCutcheon, 1997) or ‘religious
experience’ (Taves, 2009, 2013). Our intent here
is not to mold the labels of spirituality and reli-
gion around Isabella, but to allow espoused
nonbelief to be understood on her own terms, yet
recognize that she certainly has ‘special experi-
ences’ that are comparable to what others may
identify as ‘religious or spiritual experience.’

Isabella’s life contains special and deeply
meaningful experiences—experiences (and a
worldview) we may label fairly as horizontal
transcendence. Both Isabella’s biographical nar-
rative, and her psychological characteristics,
provides data for the study of meaning, values,
and exceptional experiences in nonbelievers
understood as horizontal transcendence, a term
Isabella never uses. Before exploring Isabella
further, the following section will briefly outline
horizontal transcendence as a means of under-
standing Isabella in light of her self-identification,
which is “neither religious nor spiritual.”

Horizontal Transcendence

Horizontal transcendence is a concept mentioned
only briefly by Hood, Hill, and Spilka (2009). It
has received little exploration in the social sci-
entific literature. This concept has been used in
an effort to bring individuals who do not identify
as ‘religious’ and/or possibly ‘spiritual’ under the
theoretical purview of the social scientific study
of religion. Ideally, it sets the stage for looking
past the one thing an atheist or nonbeliever
doesn’t believe in (i.e. a God) and towards
positive affirmations of personal experience and

1From interacts 100, 102.
2Taves’ (2009, p. 3) building block approach allows for
scholars to avoid setting “religious experience up as the
epitome of something unique or sui generis”. Although
her “ascriptive approach” (p. 18) is focused on the study
of ‘religion’, Taves’ framework allows the researcher
“free to compare things that have features in common,
whether they are deemed religious or not” (p. 19). Thus,
this allows us to compare (in our case explore) things that
may be ‘relgio-spiritual like’ (i.e. Horizontal transcen-
dence) with explicit religion or spirituality.
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identity formation that an individual does not
frame religiously.

Hood et al. (2009) conceive of horizontal
transcendence as sharing the qualities of “inter-
connectedness” (p. 282) and a search for
‘meaning’ (p. 286). Streib and Hood (2013) build
on this approach yet consider horizontal tran-
scendence to be a “variant of religion” (p. 142).
In terms of our explicit discussion in Chap. 14,
we can locate Isabella within the two dimen-
sional space created by her mysticism and
openness scores and see that her relationship to
transcendence requires neither us, or her, to make
reference to God or to explicit spiritual claims.
Thus, as we try to understand her own under-
standing of herself, and as has been argued
before (Coleman, Silver, & Holcombe, 2013),
referring to horizontal transcendence in discuss-
ing Isabella ought not be seen as forcing her
under the umbrella of ‘religion’ (either explicit or
implicit) or of fuzzy notions of ‘spirituality’
(Zinnbauer et al., 1997).

Streib and Hood (2013) provide a formative
starting point for exploring horizontal transcen-
dence noting that it refers to “key concepts” such
as “transcendence and ultimacy” (p. 139,
emphasis in original)—‘transcendence,’ meaning
going beyond the everyday world, the mundane,
and ‘ultimate concern’ as that which one is ulti-
mately concerned with. While Streib and Hood
take these conceptual starting points as underly-
ing the ‘religious field,’ these concepts, as the
authors’ note, are not in and of themselves ‘reli-
gious concepts.’ And as such, we argue that when
combined, these concepts do not necessitate the
label of ‘religion’—implicit or otherwise. Build-
ing on Taves’ “ascriptive approach” in Religious
Experience Reconsidered (2009, pp. 17–55),
there is no such thing as ‘religious experience’,
only experiences deemed to be ‘religious’ by an
individual. This enables religion to be compared
with other ‘like things,’ or, to use her terminol-
ogy, “special things.” In this sense, we argue for
horizontal transcendence as being a priori neither
religious nor spiritual, but as indicating a spatial
location of something special. A special thing
may be conceived as ‘spiritual like’ or ‘religion

like,’ but, itself is a concept that, true to the very
title of this chapter, is ‘necessarily neither spiri-
tual, nor religious.’ We feel this ‘neither-nor’
conceptualization of horizontal transcendence
best adheres to calls for “methodological agnos-
ticism” (Hood, 2012), moving us away from
‘methodological theism’ or “the will to religion”
(Beaman, 2013), and as we will argue below, best
captures Isabella’s own refusal, and need, to
identify herself as either religious or spiritual.
Thus, our case study of Isabella will build on
Streib and Hood (2013), and identify Isabella’s
own experiences in terms of horizontal transcen-
dence. As we shall see, they reflect a profound
sense of interconnectedness that is both excep-
tional, and wondrous, while requiring no reli-
gious, spiritual, theistic framework or narrative
(Coleman & Arrowood, 2015; Coleman et al.,
2013). Isabella’s own narrative reflects this, in
that she rejects religious and spiritual discourse as
she narrates her own life.

Isabella—Biographical Outline

Isabella’s mother was a “pretty staunch” Lutheran
who made her “go to church every Sunday.” Her
mother did not explicitly force her, but the
persuasion and norm was implied. In fact, on
Sundays, she was “just [there] because [she] had
to be.” She was “jealous of the other kids who
were just allowed to go to Sunday school while
their parents were in church.” But her mother
made her attend both. She had a “Christian
background but it never…caught on.” Even as
young as eight, she “had this idea… [that belief in
God] …just doesn’t make sense to [her].” When
confronted with the possibility that she could
either believe or not believe in God at the age of 8,
for her, not believing was the obvious position.
As she recalls, it required little to no reflection to
arrive at—it just made sense. Although it is
almost a rule that children adopt the religion of
their parents at a young age (Beit-Hallahmi,
2015), she was “really one of the few ones who,
…although [she] was raised in a church com-
munity, [she] …just- never bought it.” Thus,
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despite her own claim that religion didn’t make
sense, she appears to have understood something
meaningful about the religion that she rejected.

During her formative teenage years, Isabella
went through what she characterized as “the
normal adolescent turbulence… like, ‘you don’t
get me. You don’t understand [me, speaking
about her parents]’.” However, she had a strong
relationship with her parents and they were very
active and supportive as far back as she can
remember.

She was never really big on dating but started
to date during her high school years. Over the
course of this time she had 2–3 boyfriends but
they were more of what she describes as “semi-
boyfriend”—“are we dating? I guess. Maybe.
We’ve gone some places.” She only considers
what was to be “her first real boyfriend” at the
very end of her senior year in high school.

Throughout college, Isabella had a steady and
committed relationship with one boyfriend.
Although they broke up in her senior year, it was
amicable, or, as she said they had “just lost the
spark.” Waiting almost two years after her
graduation to begin dating again allowed Isabella
time to plan her post college steps carefully. She
moved back closer to her parents and saw this
time (which was spent securing a job and place to
live without the stressors of a relationship) as
having a significant impact on herself allowing
her to “get her life in order” after college.
Through her careful planning, Isabella felt this
contributed to the ability to have a stable and
healthy relationship in the future, such as the one
she shares with her husband at the time of the
interview.

Upon graduating college, and now an adult,
she was ready to take another important life step
—Isabella got married. True to her independent
and self-reliant nature, which was continually
emphasized during the interview, she did not
require a boyfriend and could choose her rela-
tionships as she saw fit. Likewise, she did not
wait for (or require) a man to ask for her hand in
marriage. Ever the action taker and decision
maker, Isabella proposed to her boyfriend instead
of waiting for him to propose to her.

As an adult, Isabella bares little resemblance
to a stereotypical solitary and isolated atheist
persona of years past. There are no faulty social
relationships to be found and she is an excellent
communicator of her thoughts and ideas. At the
time of the interview Isabella was working as a
research coordinator for a tier-one research uni-
versity on the Eastern Coast of the United States.

Mapping Isabella I.’s Case Based
on Questionnaire Responses

Isabella occupies a rather unique position when
placed in relation to other respondents on our
coordinate system of “spirituality.” As detailed in
Chap. 14, mysticism and openness to experience
have been used for mapping the cases in a
two-dimensional space. In thismap (see Fig. 17.2),
Isabella is located in the 4th quadrant, which
indicates her lowmysticism scores aswell as above
average scores on openness to experience. Isabella
is no mystic, as she scores well below not only
her group mean (FG6), but also the sample as a
whole. Therefore, to the extent that Hood’s
Mysticism Scale (1975) correlates highly with
self-identification as “spiritual” in our study, Isa-
bella is not that “spiritual”—no doubt, and true
to her own self-identification, she is a “neither
religious nor spiritual” individual.

Table 22.1 presents Isabella’s scores on the
most important scales in comparison with the
“neither religious nor spiritual” respondents in
our study. Isabella’s high score on environmental
mastery is important for a more in-depth under-
standing of Isabella. Here, she scored 8 points
higher than the average score in every focus
group in our sample, and almost two standard
deviations higher in her own focus group. When
combined with a Faith Development score of a
stage 5 for ‘decision making,’ this indicates she
felt extremely comfortable operating and navi-
gating the choices and possibilities present in her
world. Isabella’s life decisions were seldom the
result of accidents and coincidences; they were
the result of careful planning and consequen-
tialist reasoning.
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Isabella’s high score on purpose in life is also
important to note.Here, it is significant to recognize
that she scores over one standard deviation above
themean for her focus group (FG6),while alsowell
above all other means for the individual focus
groups. Furthermore, this matches up nicely with
the repeated emphasis in Isabella’s narrative that
explicates the self-creation of purpose andmeaning
as a something inherently subjective and personal,
while rejecting any Transcendent teleological

purpose to life. In other words, and when taken in
conjunction with her narrative, Isabella’s scores on
purpose in life can be used to demonstrate that a
horizontally transcendent view of the world, that is
one without reference to a vertically Transcendent
reality, can have an exceptionally high amount
of purpose and meaning—a purpose and meaning
that exists at least on par with those worldviews
commonly expressed through explicit religious
and spiritual frameworks and language.

Table 22.1 Comparison of Isabella I. With Respective Focus Group on the Most Important Scales in the
Questionnaire

Single case
variable values
for Isabella I.

Mean values for
“neither religious

nor spiritual atheists/
non-theists” focus
group in the USA

M SD

Personality (NEO-FFI)

Neuroticism 13 21.1 9.6

Extraversion 25 25.2 7.2

Openness to experience 39 35.4 5.6

Agreeableness 35 29.9 5.5

Conscientiousness 39 29.8 7.4

Mysticism (Mysticism Scale total) 57 81.2 30.0

Introvertive mysticism 17 29.6 13.4

Extrovertive mysticism 13 19.1 9.5

Interpretation 27 32.5 9.7

Psychological well-being

Autonomy 24 27.6 4.5

Environmental mastery 32 24.0 4.6

Personal growth 26 28.7 4.2

Positive relations with others 33 26.3 4.9

Purpose in life 31 25.5 4.6

Self-acceptance 33 25.2 5.0

Generativity (Loyola Generativity Scale) 57 56.2 9.6

Attitudes toward God (ATGS) 49 46.5 8.0

Religious Schema Scale (RSS)

Truth of texts and teachings 6 6.5 2.9

Fairness, tolerance and rational choice 23 21.9 2.5

Xenosophia/inter-religious dialog 13 13.7 3.5

Note All mean values are based on covariance analyses with the variables for country and focus group as predictors,
while controlled by sex, age, cultural capital, and per-capita income
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Isabella’s Semantic of “Spirituality”

I think spirituality is just for people who say I want
to believe in something, but I don’t know what.
(interact 265)

In the interview, as well as on the survey,
Isabella takes great care to reiterate that she is
neither religious nor spiritual. While she did not
respond in the survey portion of our study when
asked to give her definition of “religion” and
“spirituality,” the interview portion proved most
telling. Isabella views both “religion” and “spir-
ituality” as identical categories, going on to state
that she doesn’t “even understand what the dif-
ference in spirituality is” when compared with
religion. Moreover, to Isabella, “spirituality” is
actually “religion-lite.” She views “religion” and
“spirituality” as categories or labels that are
applied to things we don’t yet understand, and as
such, these concepts stifle empirical and intel-
lectual inquiry as one can always end up saying,
“Oh, God did it. The end.” when attempting to
explain the world around us. In Isabella’s mind,
“spirituality” is “a failing” of “thinking through
things and analyzing them.” In one sense, it
appears that Isabella may have little room for a
sense of mystery, and, perhaps demands too
much that reality be fully intelligible in a purely
rational manner.

Whereas Isabella presents no explicit contrast
between “religion” and “spirituality” in the inter-
view, her survey responses to the Contextual
Semantic Differential (see Fig. 22.1)3 for “reli-
gion” and “spirituality” indicate a slight and subtle
softening of that position. Here, “spirituality”
appears to be associated with slightly more
favorable adjectives than “religion” (e.g. liberat-
ing, tolerant, modern). However, Isabella makes it
clear that “religion” and “spirituality” are to be
thought of as equally—and strongly—boring,
otherworldly, irrational, and subjective. In this
sense, Isabella rejects “religion” precisely because
she does understand that it makes claims she
believes to be false. “Spirituality” remains more
positive perhaps, because for Isabella it is less

specific, perhaps even more so because it is more a
matter of feeling than cognition (for comparison
with results of her focus group, see Appendix A,
Fig. A.27).

Isabella’s understanding of “spirituality”
appears to overlap substantially with her under-
standing of “religion.” She claims to make no
distinction between the two in her interview.
Both appear to her as labels that function by
default to limit the types of questions humans can
ask, and answer about the world around us. Isa-
bella’s ‘semantic of spirituality’ (and by exten-
sion religion in her case) only has meaning and
significance in so far as other individuals in
society use them. She doesn’t use or include
these terms in her life because she feels they do
not accurately describe it in any meaningful way.
In other words, the term “spirituality” resembles
an extra puzzle piece in Isabella’s worldview—
life is complete without it. As such, it is unlikely
that any deeply meaningful and moving experi-
ences Isabella has, or will have, will ever be
expressed in terms of “religion” or “spirituality.”
In other words, the experiences—awe, wonder,
etc.—are there, they will just not receive any
supernatural framing. Yet, this interpretation is
incomplete without noting that, for Isabella,
“spirituality” does differ from “religion”—if only
as a contrast between that which is closed,
inflexible and even wounding, as opposed to that
which is flexible, creative and healing.

Faith Development in the ‘Faithless’

The Faith Development Interview (FDI) has seen
great success in eliciting an abundance of rich
autobiographical narrative material in religious
and spiritual populations since its introduction by
James Fowler in 1986 (Fowler, Streib, & Keller,
2004). However, its use in populations and
individuals who identify as ‘neither spiritual nor
religious’ is a much more recent—and welcome
—phenomenon (e.g. Streib, Hood, Keller, Csöff,
& Silver, 2009). Thanks to Fowler’s broad and
rather ecumenical and liberal conceptualization
of ‘faith’ (Fowler, 1981, pp. 92f), this has
allowed the FDI to address not only religiosity

3Isabella did not complete Osgood’s Semantic
Differential.
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and spirituality, but also ‘worldviews’ that are
not accurately represented in terms of spirituality
or religion (Keller & Streib, 2013). Furthermore,
the FDI offers a unique view at the intersection of
religion, spirituality and the secular as some
questions in the “Religion and Worldview” sec-
tion of the FDI contain explicit theological con-
cepts such as ‘sin.’ For example, interview
question number 23 asks, “What is sin to your
understanding?” (Fowler et al., 2004). What
proves most interesting here is how individuals
who identify as ‘neither spiritual nor religious’
(such as Isabella in the case study given here)
accept, reject, or reinterpret such a question with
a theological concept such as ‘sin’ or ‘God.’ In
this sense, does the FDI require adjustment for

use in nonbelieving populations? While some
researchers have had great success in slightly
revising the FDI for use in explicitly atheist
populations (e.g. Silver, Coleman, Hood, &
Holcombe, 2014), the FDI certainly does not
require a reformulation for use in nonreligious
nonbelieving individuals as evident here. The few
FDI questions that include theological notions are
not to be understood as any sorts of methodo-
logical dilemma that require accounting for. They
can be conceived of as a methodological advan-
tage. For example, such a centering on the
acceptance, rejection or reformulation of belief or
unbelief may act as the vary point of stipulation
from which to approach the psychology of
religion (e.g. Coleman & Arrowood, 2015;

Fig. 22.1 Isabella’s
Associations to
“Spirituality” on the
Contextual Semantic
Differential
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Coleman et al., 2013; Streib & Hood, 2013;
Vergote, 1986, 1997).

Faith development in the ‘faithless,’ such as
Isabella, allows a narrative windowwith whichwe
may view first hand accounts of the role that
seminal theological concepts such as God, Faith,
Sin and prayer may or may not factor into nonre-
ligious worldviews from a diachronic perspective.
Exciting research opportunities for the future are
made possible by the growing use of the FDI in
“neither religious nor spiritual” respondents (e.g.
Streib et al., 2009; and this current project) as
scholars will have narrative accounts of how some
theological notions are accepted, rejected or rein-
terpreted as the debate over secularization (Bruce,
2011; Coleman, 2013) and notions of the ‘post-
secular’ (Habermas, 2008) continue to play out.

Taking Isabella as an example, when the FDI
asks about her image of God or the Divine (FDI
question 4), she responds with the following:
“I am an atheist, so I don’t believe in any par-
ticularly personal god.” (interact 60) Although it
is made clear that she does not believe in a God
throughout the interview, Isabella appears to be
communicating, at least in this instance, that if
one defines the idea of God in broad enough
impersonal terms (e.g. such as an ‘unmoved
mover’, the laws of the universe, or as pantheis-
tical) she might possibly assent to such a ‘belief,’
however and pragmatically speaking, her life
would be lived as is—without the need for such a
God belief. Here, Isabella is clearly able to con-
ceive of something ‘grander,’ however she will
not frame this in religious language. Thus in this
instance, the FDI has elicited the reformulation of
a theological concept (God) and neither an
‘acceptance’ nor a ‘rejection’ from Isabella.

Elsewhere, when Isabella is asked to define
‘sin’ to her understanding, she does not refor-
mulate such a theological concept as in the
previous instance—she rejects it. Isabella states,
“I don’t believe in sin.” She goes on to explicate,
“Sin is defined as something that is against what
God has set down.” Isabella doesn’t “have the
Ten Commandments in stone to have to follow.
So, [she’s] sinless.” (interact 285) In this

instance, the FDI has elicited a rejection of a
theological concept from the individual and we
might expect as much when looking at a person
who never saw the idea of God as a plausible
framework. However, there is one way that Isa-
bella’s understanding of religion belies her claim
that it never made sense to her. It appears that the
sense religion made to Isabella at age 8, is the
very sense of religion that Isabella continues to
reject and find meaningless as an adult nonbe-
liever. Lastly, when Isabella is asked if there are
any ideas or symbols from the religious or
spiritual community that are important to her, or
that have been important to her she responds
with, “in a way, yes.” In fact the one thing she
misses “from not being religious is not having
rituals.” (interact 267) She enjoys the repetition
and sense of comforting efficacy that rituals
provide knowing that they are “very deep seated
in the human psyche,” just as scholars such as
Boyer (2001), Xygalatas (2012) have indicated.
As seen here, Isabella accepts the role that some
theological concepts such as religious ritual have,
or can contribute to, even in the life of a ‘neither
nor’ atheist such as herself. We regret that we did
not explore more fully Isabella’s participation in
rituals, whether explicitly recognized as religious
or not.

While a more in-depth analysis of Isabella’s
case will be provided in the following sections,
as argued here, the Faith Development Interview
may provide methodologically important infor-
mation in not only the Faithful but, especially in
the ‘Faithless.’ The FDI can provide narrative
data that elucidates the acceptance, rejection, or
reformulation of certain theological concepts as
presented in the FDI.

Faith Development in Isabella I

I think of myself as a pretty strict rationalist.
(interact 265)

Based on the faith development evaluation
of the interview with Isabella I., for which we
have followed closely the Manual for Faith
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Development Research, Isabella’s interview
predominantly shows a ‘mutual religion style’
(stage 3) overlapping significantly with the
‘individuative-systemic religious style’ (stage 4)
(Streib, 2001). Contra the advantage of the Faith
Development Interview in the previous section,
this sort of transitional space between these two
styles seems to be a reflection, perhaps limitation,
of using a religiously orientated developmental
perspective to explore individuals who are neither
spiritual nor religious. For example, when asking a
neither-nor about their ‘image of God’ in general,
and Isabella in specific, we might expect answers
precisely like the one Isabella gave (for in-depth
discussions of nonbelief and god image, see
Bradley, Exline, & Uzdavines, 2015; Coleman,
Hood, & Shook, 2015). Does Isabella have an
‘image of God’? Well, and as she responds, “in
general, no.” If we attempt, as the faith develop-
ment interview does, to impute a religious frame-
work on Isabella, she, in a sense, ‘shuts down.’
There is just nothing for her to speak about. She
doesn’t believe in God, and has never. However,
she is certainly able to conceive of the idea of
something larger and grander than her, i.e. the very
impersonal universe. You might be able to stretch,
mold, and bend the concept of ‘God’ enough to
suit Isabella, but it would be (at the least) an emical
misnomer if we were to call this ‘God,’ in the
vulgar of common sense that Isabella has never
found acceptable.

Here, an important theoretical question pre-
sents itself for future investigation: what exactly
is the impact of belief/religious praxis on the
images of god? Does actually believing in God
produce different ‘images’ than merely being
asked to entertain an image of an entity that is not
believed in, and therefore without relevance?
Moreover, we should expect some nonbelievers
to have sophisticated concepts of god, and others
to have ones that range from ‘poor’ to nonexis-
tent depending on whether or not the idea/notion
was found plausible enough to entertain and
explore in the first place. Perhaps just as the
sciences have consulted theology in understand-
ing god concepts and the religious human
(Altınlı-Macić & Coleman, 2015), they might

want to consult with atheology (Shook, 2014)
when considering the ontology of god concepts
that nonbelievers will surely be asked about as
research presses forward.

To that point, the FDI is not measuring an
individual’s personally held ‘image of god’;
rather, it is measuring (upon the interviewee
choosing to answer the question) the intervie-
wees’ reconstruction of how they view other
individuals’ conceptualization of God. This is an
important distinction to make when using Faith
Development Theory in “neither religious nor
spiritual” respondents. In other words, Isabella
doesn’t have an ‘image of God’ in the same
ontological sense as a believer. Isabella must
engage in cognitive pretense just to form such an
image, presumably drawing on culturally avail-
able notions of what God might ‘look like.’ This
distinction is important as it may explain why a
‘neither-nor’ would score relatively low (or
refuse to answer) on areas of the FDI that
explicitly ask about religious or spiritual con-
cepts. This is not to say that the cognitive pro-
cesses and structural logic of ‘neither religious
nor spiritual’ respondents is necessarily different
from other groups, but it is a question that awaits
further investigation. Faith development theory,
according to Fowler, is supposed to attend to
structural logic. The difference, however, lies in
what object the structural logic is being applied
to. That is, we shouldn’t be too surprised when a
lifelong nonbeliever does not have a very elab-
orate, complex, or rich image of a God—a
God they have never believed in, never wor-
shipped, never prayed to, and that has no rele-
vance in their own worldview. After all, gods
that go unworshipped are gods that are impotent
(Norenzayan, 2013).

As one might expect, Isabella typically scores
low on FDI questions that espouse religious or
theological concepts with scores ranging from a
stage 2 when she was asked about her model of
‘mature faith,’ to a steady stage 3 when asked
about her image of God, or if she considered
herself a religious/spiritual person, or had any
religious/spiritual ideas that were important to
her. Of course Isabella scores low on these
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aspects of Faith Development Theory.4 Even
with Fowler’s broad conceptualization of ‘Faith,’
asking a neither-nor to entertain religious con-
cepts is like asking an adult about how Santa
Claus fits into their life, or if they find the
motions of putting out cookies and milk for Santa
to be an important ritual. This example is not
meant to denigrate believers, only to highlight
some of the conceptual problems that occur when
applying a religious theory to a neither-nor.

Inversely, and due to the ability of the FDI to
capture not only religious relevance, but also
secular, Isabella scores relatively high on aspects
of ‘faith development’ that take into account
non-religious structural aspects such as logic,
perspective taking or locus of authority, more so
than in the theological aspects for an individual
at a relatively young age (27). This may, again,
come as little surprise as atheists consistently
demonstrate a thirst for knowledge (Schnell &
Keenan, 2011), tendency to employ analytical
thinking skills (Gervais & Norenzayan, 2012)
and occupy far more positions in academia and
science fields (Ecklund & Scheitle, 2007) than a
typical religious individual.

When Isabella isn’t asked about religious
concepts that bare no personal relevance to her,
her ‘faith development’ can be viewed as rather

advanced. She was a stage 5 for ‘decision mak-
ing’ as well as elucidating moral opinions and
actions (Always right). Isabella is a stage 4 for
‘meaning in life,’ ‘changes in self,’ and ‘crises’
among several other interview themes.

Taken together, the FDI has highlighted the
role of rationality, logic, and decision making in
Isabella’s life while demonstrating that she is, in
her own eyes, certainly neither religious nor
spiritual, as these concepts do not fit well into her
worldview.

The Narrative Structure and Content
Aspects in Isabella’s Interview

Life Review

I have had a pretty boring, normal life. So, nothing
all that exciting. (interact 12)

Attending to Isabella’s response to the “life
chapters” (see Chap. 16 for a methodological
discussion) question in the faith development
interview, we see that Isabella breaks her life up
into an ‘abstract’ that displays temporal coher-
ence in keeping with Bluck and Habermas’
(2000) cultural concept of biography. The life
chapters are as follows (a better understanding of
her explanation is added in brackets):

1. “Early childhood” (her parents always read to
her)

2. “Late childhood” (attended an arts and tech-
nology magnet school)

3. “Adolescence” (finally started to date)
4. “College” (one boyfriend until the last year of

college)
5. “Adulthood” (spent some time reflecting and

organizing her life, then decided she was
ready to marry)

The systematic and thorough nature with which
Isabella is able to reflexively divide up her life
segments is noteworthy. Indeed, there was no
need to rearrange Isabella’s life chapter in order
to form a more coherent structure for review—it
was already present. Isabella is a planner and

4Although the “Form of Moral Judgment” aspect of Faith
Development Theory is intended to be ‘secular’, half of
the questions in this aspect can be easily interpreted as
fairly religious. Isabella is a very bright interviewee; it is
easy to see how she could/did catch on that the interview
was attempting to view her through a religious frame-
work. For instance, right after Isabella is asked, “What is
sin to your understanding?” (sin clearly being a ‘religious
concept’, which she refuses to answer because she does
not believe in it) she is then asked “How do you explain
the presence of evil in our world”. Although she chooses
to answer this specific question, which is arguably a
religious question itself, her answer is very brief. In fact,
this is a pattern that largely holds up for all other
‘theological questions’ in the interview. When Isabella
answers more ‘secular’ questions on the FDI, her
responses are much more in-depth and elaborate. Taking
this into consideration, and when given the overall
framing of the interview, we suggest that it is likely that
Isabella was somewhat hesitant to answer the more
theological questions in the interview, which is one reason
her scores on these questions are (and perhaps should be)
lower than others.
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never seems without an answer to a single
question in the interview—provided they aren’t
asking about a religious concept that is. As
McAdams (2008, p. 257) writes, “life stories
speak directly to how people come to terms with
their interpersonal worlds, with society, and with
history and culture.” As such, Isabella’s coherent
and systematic life narrative details an individual
(Isabella) who had a very happy and secure
childhood, was able to prevail through the nor-
mal teenage stressors, graduate college and
obtain a well paying job conducting research,
marry, enjoy time with her friends and family all
the while being aware of extra ordinary moments
of powerful experience and perspective that seem
to perforate the mundaneness of everyday reality.
Isabella is comfortable looking back on her life
choices and is optimistic for the future.

Horizontal Transcendence in Narrative

…life just happens. There’s no purpose. There’s
no direction. I think, but it’s not like human life
doesn’t have a purpose anymore than ants don’t
have a purpose, that doesn’t mean that we don’t
have a spot to be in or don’t deserve to live.
(interact 253)

Of special interest are the narrative segments
with a clear narrative-dynamic structure accord-
ing to Labov and Waletzky (1967). The follow-
ing quotations demonstrate important narrative
segments indicative of horizontal transcendence
with a trajectory from orientation, complication,
evaluation and resolution focusing on the crea-
tion of meaning and experience of awe, wonder,
and interconnectedness.

Horizontal Transcendence: The Creation
of Meaning
In previous discussions of horizontal transcen-
dence, Hood et al. (2009, p. 286) note that when
God or religion is absent, the search for meaning
may be sought in ways that are purely secular.
Likewise, when Isabella is asked in the FDI if
she feels that life has any meaning at the present
she responds stating that there is not any meaning
that is “inherent to the cosmos” (i.e. there is not a

‘meaning or teleological particle’), however, and
true to the theorization of Hood et al. (2009), she
notes there is meaning—“meaning [she] had to
construct [herself].” This statement, and the
narrative below, is also in line with, and sup-
ported by, the principle component analysis of
subjective definitions of “spirituality” in Chap. 9
that further highlight horizontal transcendence to
be associated with an individual search for
meaning and truth. The following micro narra-
tive, as told by Isabella, will explicate her jour-
ney, or construction rather, of meaning in life.

Throughout the narrative of Isabella, she rec-
ognizes that atheists commonly experience pre-
judice (Coleman, 2014; Norenzayan, 2013) and
that traditionally, atheists have been stigmatized
(Mann, 2013) as lacking meaning, morality,
guidance and absoluteness in life, as the founda-
tional claims of these concepts are commonly
thought to reside only within religious texts or
beliefs. However, such a claim is not only without
warrant—it is false (Blessing, 2013; Wielenberg,
2013). In the case of Isabella, she recognizes that
meaning is not handed down by divine fiat, or
found in a single book such as the Bible. Rather,
meaning for her is something that involves a
conscious choice, a personal decision. It may be
sought after, or created by the individual, but it is
not given by, or found in a god. As she indicates
above, meaning is a philosophical question for
Isabella, not a religious one (Table 22.2).

Important in understanding the worldview of
Isabella is to understand that she is not dismayed
by the world being a “universal accident.” She
seems to find an optimistic resolve in the chal-
lenge to discover meaning for herself and on her
own terms. In this sense, Isabella feels respon-
sible and personally accountable for the meaning
that is present in her life, after all it was her
choice. However, such a choice is not without its
strife as she does note that the construction and
search for personal meaning can, at times, be a
“struggle.” In fact, she seems to have developed
an ingenious mechanism for dealing with the
moments in life when contemplating meaning
appears to be too much—she drops the pursuit
entirely, only to revisit it at a later point. Isabella
is comfortable not only finding answers to
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important questions, but also going without
answers to those very same questions when
necessary. Perhaps, just as believers have strug-
gles with God and spirituality (Exline & Rose,
2013), so too can nonbelievers’ struggle with, at
times, finding meaning and purpose in their own
lives.

Isabella may not have been handed a book
“that says here’s the meaning of life,” but she
certainly has no problem searching for, and
answering questions of, meaning herself, and on
her own terms.

Horizontal Transcendence: Awe,
Wonder, and Interconnectedness
The Faith Development Interview allowed Isa-
bella to share breakthrough experiences that have
changed her sense of life’s meaning. These
consisted, specifically, of two profound moments
she labels and considers not only important, but
“life-affirming.” These were experiences where
the distractions of the outside world ceased to
exist and an object in one case (a plastic bag) and
an animal in another (her cat) became the epi-
center of her attention and focus. These experi-
ences cultivated a sense of awe, wonder and
interconnectedness in Isabella that stands out as a
“special experience” (Taves, 2009).

In her chapter titled Building on William
James: The role of learning in religious experi-
ence in Mental Culture (Xygalatas & McCorkle,
2013), psychological anthropologist Tanya
Luhrmann argues for absorption as “the broader
name for the mental capacity common to trance,

hypnosis, dissociation and probably to much
spiritual experience” (2013, p. 149; emphasis
added). Luhrmann notes this is not a religious
capacity, but a “psychological capacity” (Luhr-
mann, 2012, p. xxii) that she has found in her
research, “helps the Christian to experience that
which is not materially present.” Furthermore, she
argues that absorption facilitates spiritual experi-
ence. According to Luhrmann (2013, p. 149),

(A)bsorption is the capacity to become focused in
a non-instrumental way on the mind’s object (what
humans imagine or see around them) and to allow
that focus to increase while diminishing one’s
attention to the myriad of everyday distractions
that accompany the management of normal life.

Luhrmann’s definition of absorption may not
only underlay religious or spiritual experiences,
but seems to support notions of “transcending the
everyday world” (Streib & Hood, 2013) in gen-
eral and is highly correlated with openness to
experience (Roche & McConkey, 1990), of
which Isabella scores as above average across all
focus groups. As such, it should be no surprise to
identify what appears to be the mental capacity
for absorption which plays a central role in
Isabella’s experiences of awe, wonder and inter-
connectedness which we term horizontal tran-
scendence. However, it is important to note that
no explicit measure of absorption was used in our
current study, and according to Hood et al. (2009,
p. 355), the only study to ever use both a measure
of mysticism and absorption did not report the
correlation between the two constructs. Measur-
ing mysticism, absorption, and openness to

Table 22.2 Isabella’s Narrative Segment “Meaning of Life”

Title The meaning of life

Orientation …as an atheist, no one hands you a book that says here’s the meaning of life. (interact 100)

Complication You kind of have to figure it [meaning in life] out for yourself which is probably a theme I’m
going to touch on again. Um, and so I think definitely one of the philosophical questions that
humans have been dealing with this they learned to think was, “What’s the meaning of life? Why
are we here?” (interact 102)

Evaluation And I really think that there is absolutely not any inherent meaning. I mean, we’re kind of a
universal accident… (interact 102)

Resolution/coda …we can certainly make up a meaning ourselves and go with that. (interact 102)

And so, um, I mean, it’s certainly not an answer to everything. Sometimes I do certainly feel the
ennui of “crap. Why even bother?” (interact 102)
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experience in “neither religious nor spiritual”
individuals awaits future empirical investigation.

As Mircea Eliade once wrote, “he who has
experienced the mysteries, is he who knows”
(1959, p. 189, emphasis in original). When Isa-
bella states, “the universe is just inherently
beautiful on its own” we should listen. She
knows, for Isabella, at times, has marveled at
“the basic underlying physics of the universe.”

The language Isabella uses in hermini narrative
is also inline with, and supported by, the principle
component analysis of subjective definitions of
“spirituality” in Chap. 9 that further highlight
horizontal transcendence to be associated with
“(All-) Connectedness and harmony with the
universe, nature and whole.” (Table 22.3).

In this vignette from her life, Isabella presents
us with a moment in her life (one of many she
notes) where the noise of the myriad distractions
from everyday life ceases to exist. She is with-
drawn from the outside world, yet a part of the
world in a more definitive and exceptional sense
that is out of the ordinary. Her attention focuses
on the universe and its expression to her, and her
understanding of it through the language of
physics. She is absorbed into the beauty of the
universe. Furthermore, she recognizes, in a rather
discordian-paradoxical fashion, that even while
the universe may not contain absolute meaning,

there is still such a will to meaning that perme-
ates life (Coleman & Hood, 2015; Frankl, 1988).
Isabella, lost in the moment and with a conscious
focus on nature and the universe, finds resolve
and comfort in its beauty. This comfort and
beauty arrives at Isabella, just as it has to the
more visible so-called ‘new atheists’ (cf. Cotter,
2011), not through a religious or spiritual path or
framework, but through the very secular obser-
vation and admiration of the world around her.
Furthermore, Isabella’s experiences can occur in
unexpected places and at any time: “bags floating
in the wind moments can happen anywhere.”
This profound experience, and others, touches
Isabella, and triggers a feeling of interconnec-
tedness with the universe, after all “if the uni-
verse is beautiful, we’re part of that beauty.”

Relationships

…how your parents bring you up sets the foun-
dation for absently everything… (interact 32)

Through the course of Isabella’s narrative and
life development, Isabella seems to have estab-
lished, and maintained, healthy, secure, and
meaningful relationships with numerous indi-
viduals in her life. Focusing on content we see
her parents (perhaps not surprisingly) as the

Table 22.3 Isabella’s Narrative Segment “The Universe is Just Beautiful on Its Own”

Title The universe is just inherently beautiful on its own

Orientation I think it was American beautya where the kid is filming this bag floating through the air… I
think I’ve had a lot of small moments like that…

Complication …even like the bag floating through the air I’ve seen the same thing and thought, “That is
beautiful.” Not ‘cause the bag is inherently beautiful, but just like the basic underlying physics of
the universe and how it expresses itself in even everyday motion of bags through the air being a
visible sign of air vectors and turbulency is beautiful

Evaluation …I kind of find that life-affirming to me because when you’re an atheist you have this problem
of, like, “Oh shit, what happens when you die?”

Resolution/coda Nothing has meaning. Well nothing has to have meaning. It can just be the universe is just
inherently beautiful on its own

And it [the universe] doesn’t need to care a shit about humans ultimately, but if the universe is
beautiful, we’re part of that beauty. (interacts 82, 84, 86)

aAmerican beauty is a popular existential drama filmed in 1999 that satires what is seen as the mundane and benign
nature of the uneventful American middle class life focusing on ‘Lester Burnham’ (Kevin Spacey), as he discovers his
current uneventful life is but a façade of a much more beautiful and ‘real’ reality awaiting to be found by those
disillusioned with the status quo. (c.f. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0169547/)
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primary relationship that resides at the center of
Isabella’s world.

Her parents loved her and they participated
actively in her life. They read to her as a child
and continually “set good examples for her.”
Although they set such a “high bar and expected
a lot” from her as a child, her parents were very
engaged and “also enabled [her] to reach it [the
high bar] by… being involved in school.”

Although Isabella did not date much in high
school, she includes her first boyfriend as an
example of a meaningful and important rela-
tionship. She notes that they eventually decided
to “break up not because of any sort of argument
or something. It was amicable, but because [they]
had lost the spark.” (interact 44).

Isabella goes on to list two other siblings, an
older brother and a younger sister, as current
relationships that are important to her, along with
an emphasis on her husband, “obviously” she
states.

Isabella’s very systematic reasoning process
likely contributed to secure romantic relation-
ships in her life and in being comfortable with
the choices she has made. As such, Isabella was
able to demonstrate restraint and control in her
choices ‘to date or not to date’, even remarking
that not having a boyfriend enabled her to focus
on herself as she matured into adulthood. Not
rushing into relationships and being comfortable
‘single’ likely prepared her fairly well for mar-
riage, which, as she emphasizes, was something
she decided was right for herself and her life.

Isabella has friends, and not just a few;
according to her she has “a lot.” However,
although she very much values her friends and
their input, she “just [hasn’t] had any big deci-
sions she’s needed their input on.” Her primary
interests, regarding the relationships in her social
life, revolve around much more than just not
believing in a God. Isabella gathers with her
friends, including family, siblings and coworkers
to regularly play highly imaginative role-playing
games. Some atheists may find it difficult to
imagine and mentalize a superhuman agent such
as a god (Norenzayan, Gervais, & Trzesniewski,

2012), however, such supernatural imagination
and mentalizing runs rampant in the world of
wizards, orcs and dragons—provided a
role-playing game is going on, that is.

Values and Commitments

I definitely try and follow the Golden Rule.
Because I think it’s just an inherently good idea.
(interact 219)

Throughout the interview, Isabella seems to
value, and commit to, the idea that life—the
world she inhabits—is wrought with meaning,
even if it is not an inherent part of a God created
cosmos. In fact, the value she places on meaning
is so great that even though Isabella lists her
husband as her top commitment, she goes on to
say that “if I weren’t married life wouldn’t be
meaningless, if I didn’t have a house, life
wouldn’t be meaningless and if I didn’t have a
job, life wouldn’t be meaningless.” (interact 205)
It seems that the central commitment, and value,
in Isabella’s life has no material presence, but it
is not God—it is the personal construction of
meaning—something that is just wondrous in the
absence of a supernatural worldview. You can
take away such things as her family, her shelter,
or her job yet the will to meaning still remains
(Frankl, 1988). For Isabella, one of the acts of
ultimate meaning is the act of “pure self-
sacrifice” because “if the only person you’re
harming is yourself and it’s helping others it’s
hard to say that’s wrong.” (interact 249).

Isabella notes commitments to “feminism”
and “science” and is active in social justice issues,
such as animal welfare and the separation of
church and state. She also strongly supports
‘pro-choice’ movements seeking to uphold
reproductive rights for women. While we do not
know for sure in the present study what ‘type’ of
nonbeliever Isabella may be, her commitments
are similar to those of the ‘Activist-Atheist/
Agnostic’ type of nonbelief (Silver et al., 2014).
A “fairly active”member of her local Freethought
group, she stays connected with friends by also
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attending the monthly “atheist Meet-up” in her
area. Isabella recognizes that “atheists kind of
lack that pillar [God/religion] to gather around.
Because it’s hard to gather around something that
you don’t believe in.” (interact 165).

Religion and World View

…with age and maturity, of course, my world view
changes, and incorporates a broader view, and, but
that’s hopefully just what everyone does. (interact
58)

Isabella makes clear: she is not religious and
not spiritual. In fact, holding no belief in God has
always seemed the only intelligible option for
Isabella since the very moment she was first
presented with an actual choice to believe or not
believe at age 8. Besides identifying as an atheist
throughout the interview (belonging), she uses
terms such as “rationalist” (belief) and “human-
ist” (behavior) that more clearly speaks to what
she does, or believes in, than the one thing she
does not, i.e. God.

Although Isabella does not participate in reli-
gious rituals herself, and, as mentioned previ-
ously, she understands the comforting nature of
many religious rituals and remarks on how this is
the one aspect of religion that she actually might
miss. Her views on the universe are reminiscent
of the late Carl Sagan (cf. Sagan, 1980), that is to
say, there is a very natural world around us
governed by the physical laws of the universe
which can provide—upon proper reflection—at
least as much wonder, amazement, awe, and
beauty as a religious or supernatural world. In
fact, Isabella is still able to find meaning and
beauty in what she recognizes is an ultimately
impersonal universe. Isabella has no religion, and
spiritual frameworks seem more than unappealing
when trying to frame her place in the universe,
they don’t even accurately describe her views.

Isabella found talking about an afterlife a
logically untenable position during the interview,
quoting the following analogy: “Can you
remember what it was like before you were born?
Death is a lot like that.”While this statement may

cause existential anxiety in a typically individual,
Isabella finds this “comforting.” Furthermore, the
idea of life after death is “not even oblivion,” as
death is “not even nothing.” Isabella does not
need promises of eternal life to soothe death
anxiety; the promise of ‘nothingness’—nonexis-
tence—will do just fine. Isabella recognizes that
in death there is peace, and that alone is
comforting.

From “Spirituality” to Horizontal
Transcendence: A General
Interpretation of Isabella’s Journey

…there was no one moment where I was like, ‘Oh
I’m an atheist.’ It was just a thing that’s, like when
I learned the word ‘atheist’, it was like, ‘Oh, okay.’
(interact 74)

In keeping with Klein’s theorization (Chap. 6),
spirituality may indeed be the ‘new religion’
however; horizontal transcendence may be the
‘new spirituality.’ In this sense, horizontal tran-
scendence could be viewed not only as an alter-
native to a religious framing of experience and
worldview, but also “spiritual” framings that
appear too metaphysical and supernatural in nat-
ure. This is not to say that horizontal transcen-
dence somehow occupies an identical space in
relation to spirituality, only that it might serve as a
conceptual category which may have functional
similarities with the term and worldview of
“spirituality,” which has served as an alternative
to “religion” for many in America today. Here, of
course, we might see this category as being pre-
dominantly occupied by neither religious nor
spiritual individuals such as Isabella.

Traditional paradigms hold true with regards
to “religion” and “spirituality,” however an
additional subtle distinction of exceptional
experience (Kohls & Walach, 2006) may be
appearing as secularization increases (Bruce,
2011; Coleman, 2013) and experiences that were
previously understood in religio-spiritual terms,
are now being understood and explained ratio-
nally versus supernaturally. Some neither reli-
gious nor spiritual individuals (such as Isabella)
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may not find powerfully moving experiences and
meaning in life a topic suitable to be discussed
using theologically tinged language. Regarding
exceptional experience—religious or secular—
you can look at the experience affectively,
meaning that the experience confirms the validity
of your interpretation, or you can look at it
rationally where all experience is carefully vetted
through a logical process but some leftover
exceptional experience remains. Important to
remember, however, is that even Isabella’s
rational framing of the world and her experience
of it gives way to deeply meaningful and pro-
found experiences that can be used in compari-
son to experiences that may be deemed religious
or spiritual. The individual’s metacognitive per-
spective determines their metacognitive per-
spective on the universe.

Important to the continued exploration of
horizontal transcendence are qualitative and
narrative psychological approaches as employed
in our cross-cultural spiritualty study. This kind
of ‘ground work’ should be continued in efforts
to further tease out all meaningful and excep-
tional experiences in the growing number of
“neither religious nor spiritual” individuals, as
traditional frameworks, typically structured
around theological concepts, may not be able to
capture all there is when taking into account the
pluralities of richness of experience and meaning
that is possible in the world (Feyerabend, 1999).

In conclusion, this chapter has sought to
understand the case of Isabella I., an individual
who’s life is expressed and lived in the absence
of any supernatural framework, on her own terms
by clearing conceptual space for the inclusion of
horizontal transcendence (Coleman & Arrowood,
2015; Coleman et al., 2013; Streib & Hood,
2013) as a framework, which, in and of itself, is
neither religious nor spiritual, just like Isabella.
Isabella has developed this kind of horizontal
transcendence without the use of, or need for,
any type of “spiritual” semantic. Therefore, Isa-
bella’s case demonstrates not a variation of
“spirituality,” but something different, yet simi-
lar, but above all—something special, horizontal
transcendence.
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